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Abstract: The process of making cement clinker uses a lot of energy and produces a lot of pollution.
Currently, cement companies use a combination of traditional fossil fuels and alternative fuels (AF-
Fuels) to lower their energy consumption and environmental footprint by improving the pyro-system.
In a calciner, AF-Fuels can reach a thermal substitution rate (TSR) of up to 80–100%. However, a kiln
burner can only achieve a TSR of 50–60%. High TSR values have been provided by improvements
in multi-channel burners, proper AF-Fuel feeding point setups, and various AF pre-combustion
methods. Significant modeling of the calciner burner and system has also improved TSRs. However,
the cement industry has encountered operational problems such as kiln coating build-up, reduced
flame temperatures, higher specific heat consumption, and incomplete combustion. There is growing
interest in waste substitution, a promising source of AF-Fuel that needs to be integrated into the
current cement plant design to solve the calciner operational problems of the cement industry. This
study discusses the latest developments and different experimental and modeling studies performed
on the direct burning/co-firing of AF-Fuel in the cement industry as well as the incorporation of
gasification in cement manufacturing. Based on this, a technically and environmentally improved
solution is proposed. The characteristics of both approaches towards pre-calciner function and
optimization are critically assessed. The many in-line cement calciner integration technologies and
their various configurations for the long-term problems of cement plants are discussed. This project
report also focuses on the necessity of creating appropriate calciner models for forecasting calciner
production based on various AF-Fuels and their feeding positions in the calciner.

Keywords: In-line calciner; NOx; co-processing; alternative fuel (AF-Fuel); Chengdu Design Calciner
(CDC); feeding point of alternative fuel (FP-AF-Fuel)

1. Introduction

A cyclone preheater with an integrated calciner, a rotary kiln, and a grate cooler makes
up a modern clinker production line [1]. Limestone (CaCO3), clay (SiO2, Al2O3), and an
iron carrier are the main ingredients of kiln feed [2]. Specific heat consumptions range from
3 to 3.5 GJ per ton of clinker, of which two-thirds is needed for the dissociation of limestone
into CaO and CO2 depending on the equipment’s efficiency, among other factors [3]. The
reaction begins at roughly 800 ◦C, and even with a standard kiln line, the enthalpy of the
kiln exit gases can cause riser duct dissociation rates of up to 35% [1].

More heat must be provided if higher rates are desired. Up to 50% of the total fuel
input is required to achieve 90% dissociation. A well-designed calciner with a tertiary air
duct is required since this enormous amount of fuel cannot be put into the riser duct any
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further than the current limitations. Since the 1970s, calciner technology has advanced, and
currently, many different types of calciners are used in cement plants [4].

The fuel combustion in a calciner’s updraft section can be categorized as co-current
or counter-current. As combustion progresses, the particle weight to drag ratio dimin-
ishes, and all counter-current combustion eventually transforms into co-current com-
bustion. Gaseous finely crushed black fuels such as pet-coke and coal and low-density,
high-drag fuels such as shredded paper and plastic are examples of fuels that burn simul-
taneously. Lumpy fuels such as tire chips and thick-section plastic chips initially burn
counter-currently [2].

For co-current combustion to take place, fuel and gas must be mixed to make oxygen
available for fuel burning [5]. Pressure drops cause that mixing to occur. While suspended
in the gas stream, lumpy fuels cause a pressure reduction as well. The updraft portion
of the calciner requires a minimum gas velocity of around 6 m/s for the transportation
of meal [2].

Fuel combustion can be regarded as co-current in any downdraft area of a calciner,
such as in a combustion chamber or in the downcomer of the swan neck. These conditions
are not optimal for coarse particle fuel combustion because the particle residence time is
near to that of the gas. Additionally, pyrolysis tends to protect the particles from access to
oxygen while it is occurring [6].

Temperature has a high impact on the duration of combustion in a particular section.
For instance, one second’s residence time at 1000 ◦C might be equivalent to more than
two seconds at about 900 ◦C. Following the mixing of meal with gas in the calciner, the
calcination reaction moderates temperatures to about 900 ◦C and produces flameless com-
bustion. There is a high-temperature flame in the combustion chamber, where oxygen for
combustion originates from fully oxygenated tertiary air. This results in a high “equivalent”
residence duration in a small volume [7].

Although there are many different calciner designs, they may all be categorized under
a few different headings. Calciners will be covered in this article in the sequence listed
below [8]:

Air Separate (AS) solutions deliver oxygen for calciner combustion via a separate duct
from the grate cooler, while

Air Through (AT) solutions draw the oxygen required for calciner combustion from
the kiln. Some studies have proposed that AS calciners should be designed according to
the structure presented in Figures 1 and 2 [9].

Kiln gas and calciner gas are combined in in-line calciners (ILCs) before entering the
preheater system (bottom cyclone). The inclusion of a “combustion chamber” in the design
of the calciner is a minor addition to this suggestion. Ultimately, however, calciner gas and
kiln gas are combined. Such a solution is referred to as an ILC-CC (inline calciner with
combustion chamber). Such straightforward and gas-flow-related naming makes it easy to
distinguish between the wide range of names used by technology suppliers. We claim that
the FLS SLC-D and Technip RSP calciners are ILC-CC type.

Kiln gas and calciner gas are not directly mixed in a separate-line calciner (SLC). Such
calciners typically feature two preheater strings, one for the calciner vessel and the other
for the kiln (but there may be more). Both strings receive the meal. Hot meal is sent to the
kiln when it reaches the bottom stage of the calciner, while meal from the cyclone at the
bottom of the kiln is sent to the calciner [10].

If a significant amount of the fuel burns slowly, the combustion chamber cannot
function effectively; the flame goes out, the temperature drops below 800 ◦C, and the
benefits are lost. If the flame temperature falls, there is instability on the periphery, the fuel
burns more slowly, and the flame temperature falls even farther. By staging the meal to
the calciner, some manufacturers’ designs include a high-temperature combustion zone [2].
The necessary blending of oxygen and fuel can be accomplished via a variety of mixing
techniques in the Chengdu Design Calciner (CDC). The driver for blending fuel, kiln gas,
and tertiary air can be found in the contrast between the high riser throat velocity and
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reduced velocity above it. Fuel burnout requires mixing, yet mixing early in the gas stream
goes against some NOx reduction measures [11].
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The flow regime in the calciner must be rather uniform throughout the calciner cross-
section. Duct geometry must be carefully considered for this. In “dead” parts of some
existing calciners where gas flow is limited, the real residence period is significantly shorter
than that predicted by calculations, for example, gas flow divided by volume [12].

Some researchers have proven that AF-Fuel co-processed in a cement calciner has
different combustion and motion characteristics than coal, with higher water and ash
content and lower fixed carbon content [13].

To examine the dispersion and heating of cold cement raw meal particles in a hot
gas flow, experimental characterization and computational fluid particle dynamics (CPFD)
simulations of a cold pilot-scale cement calciner were conducted. The gas temperature
readings and visual observations were compared with the simulation results from two drag
models from energy minimization (EM) and Gidaspow [14].
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Localized high temperatures brought on by the cyclone’s late carbon burnout encour-
age coating formation in the lowest-stage cyclone. A key success requirement for a calciner
is that combustion is substantially complete in the calciner vessel and not incomplete. The
main objective of this study is to identify the specific feeding position of alternative fuels
pre-calciner. This will enhance the prediction of the most appropriate specific feeding
positions. Additionally, with regard to tertiary air connection and NOx reduction, there
are a few main designs, each with slight modifications. This study identifies the optimum
feeding point of AF-Fuels in a NOx reduction calciner with a mix chamber. Consequently,
the impact of AF-Fuel substitution on investment cost and fuel characteristics with re-
gard to feeding point and the financial feasibility of a co-combustion calciner design are
discussed [15].

2. Literature Review
2.1. In-Line Calciner (Il-Calciner)

This kind of calciner is often constructed as a large vessel that is situated above the
kiln inlet area (FLS type).

Other designs, referred to as tube calciners, have expanded riser ducts (KHD, Technip,
Polysius).

The interior volumes of calciners have increased over the years due to the requirement
of being able to burn alternative fuels. Most products currently available on the market are
comparable to one another. A calciner consists of a vessel (Figures 1 and 3) that is either in
front of or behind the preheater tower and terminates in a duct known as a loop (goose).
At the top of the preheater tower, this duct frequently turns and descends into the bottom
cyclones.
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Meal splitting is a frequently used solution in which meal is diverted from some of
the cyclones above the bottom-most layer. This portion of the meal is placed higher in the
calciner body, a little bit away from the fuel feeding area. Even though the amount of meal
used in the calcination process is less than the amount of fuel delivered into the calciner,
the temperature of the local gas rises, creating a so-called hot spot. To prevent any red
streaks on the shell, particularly in tube calciner types, the amount of diverted fuel must be
tightly regulated [16,17].

The simplest options are always the best. Some manufacturers’ rotatable diverters,
which can potentially split in three directions, are visible. We must consider that such a
design exposes the mechanisms to an atmosphere that can be quite hot and occasionally
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dusty. As a result, maintaining such a unit is both expensive and complicated. Any shared
meal demands appropriate room (height).

Typically, fuel is delivered into the bottom portion of the calciner close to or at the
location where the tertiary air is attached. The choice of provider is related to the variety
of solutions. However, basic concepts should always be considered, regardless of the
specifics. It is better to ignite with “pure” air than with an air and gas mixture. The better
the combustion, the higher the temperature. Previous research has verified the above
statements [18,19]: temperature progression over the entire gas channel must be used to
monitor calciner functioning [20].

Unexpectedly, the majority of calciners have few thermocouples inserted before the
gas enters the bottom cyclone. In accordance with the principles of meal splitting, a few
thermocouples may be installed between hot meal splitting at least twice, depending on the
size of the vessel. The goal is to prevent localized refractories from overheating. According
to the author, an extra two units should be added above the initial “limitation” in terms of
the type of vessel calciner to monitor the development of the calcination and combustion
processes. The principles of the control loop are largely concerned with temperature
control implemented after the bottom cyclone and are not based on the placements of the
thermocouples stated above [19].

Alternative fuel particles are often larger than primary fuel particles and require some
drop time before burning out, so if feeding alternative fuels into ILC calciners is considered,
we anticipate ample height for initial combustion. One of the biggest advantages that ILC
calciners have is that if fuel remains unburned, it can fall into the kiln inlet [21].

The ILC type is the greatest option whenever we must choose calciners for new kiln
lines for modernizing preheater kilns. The calciner capacity must be sufficient to offer at
least 5 s of average gas retention duration, regardless of the fuel (mix) used. The hot meal
is divided to create a hot zone. The loop duct can typically be installed up until the top
cyclones of a modern preheater tower, providing the largest internal volume and retention
duration. Round vessels are optimal for extending the lifespan of refractory materials and
making installation easier [22].

There is no conclusive judgement as to whether tube calciners are superior to vessel
ones. Both options have advantages and disadvantages. When the tendering process is
underway, suppliers from East Asian countries will likely offer a vessel solution, leaving
buyers with little choice [23].

2.2. CDC (Chengdu Design Calciner)-CALCINER

The Chengdu Design Calciner is an in-line calciner; this type of calciner is usually
designed as a big vessel located above the kiln inlet area. On the other hand, as the
designs of so-called tube calciners show extended riser ducts, they have different working
principles [24].

Over the years of calciner development, the necessity of burning alternative fuels
resulted in increasing the internal volume of the calciner. A calciner consists of the vessel
located in front or behind the preheater tower that ends in the so-called loop (goose) duct.
This duct makes turns very often at the top of preheater tower and lowers onto the bottom
cyclones [25].

ILC calciners, (Chengdu Design Calciner) usually contain the following parts: loop
(goose) duct and calciner vessel. In-line calciners are suitable for firing both traditional and
alternate fuels. Additionally, operation is easy, with single entry locations for both calciner
fuel and tertiary air (Figure 4).

The ratio of firing in the calciner is 60% of the total, which represents 2.1 tph of CNS,
while achieving a calcination rate at the kiln inlet of 95%, meeting the objective. For build-
up and chemistry, there is an allowable kiln gas bypass of 10% that exists to help in the case
of pre-calciner blockage. However, this was not an issue in our co-grinding test.
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Preheater optimization as well as calciner optimization: The core of the pyro process
of each modern cement kiln is the preheater. Most substantial thermo-chemical reactions of
the cement process occur in the riser ducts and the calciner, as well as the sintering zone of
the kiln. Preheaters are considered core equipment for modern kilns in terms of improving
CDC combustion (see Figure 5).

This type of calciner is easy to operate, reliable, and has the lowest NOx emissions,
thanks to our unique high temperature reduction zone. CO emissions are low too because
our mid-calciner notch and specially designed exit duct provide superior mixing and
combustion, as shown in Figure 5.

2.3. Tertiary Air Ducts

Basic items that describe tertiary air ducts [21]:

• Shape and route;
• Air velocity;
• Splitting of tertiary air, also for low NOx purposes;
• Process measurement.

2.3.1. Shape and Route

Calciners use a separate duct known as the tertiary air duct to collect the necessary
air for burning. Typically, a TAD is linked to the clinker cooler through a separate outlet
via the kiln hood. The kiln’s capacity can occasionally affect the connection point on the
cooler side of the grate. Since kiln hood sizes are growing to enormous proportions and
refractories may not be able to sustain the mechanical stress, it is quite feasible to link larger
kilns with grate coolers rather than kiln hoods. From a process standpoint, connection to
the kiln hood produces virtually identical secondary and tertiary air temperatures, whereas
connection to the clinker cooler produces higher secondary and slightly lower tertiary air
temperatures [26].

The tertiary air duct’s shape must be circular. Although this might seem strange,
the solutions that contradict this claim only do so slightly. It is necessary for the duct
to be horizontal or as close to horizontal as feasible. If the kiln hood and calciner levels
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consistently change significantly, this is challenging to accomplish. If there is no combustion
chamber, we typically see a modest slope along the entire length of the duct or a severe
inclination at the beginning that becomes virtually flat afterwards. One must keep in mind
that all inclinations cause dust to settle internally. This implies the possibility for dust to
slip into the cooler or kiln hood under conditions of a drop in pressure and insufficient air
velocity [27].
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Calciners with combustion chambers (CC) must contend with significant height dis-
crepancies. To provide a path to the CC, some vendors are installing flat TA ducts and 90◦

turning points. The elbow is a prime location for dust to collect and can totally obstruct
airflow. Thanks to open double gates at the bottom of the TA duct, suppliers have once
more discovered a way to stop this problem by routinely removing dust [23].

In subsequent steps, the dust is released into a container or, in some cases, returned
(by gravity) to the kiln input area. We must keep in mind that any clinker dust returning to
the kiln’s intake causes heat consumption losses and could affect clinker formation [27].

2.3.2. Air Velocity

Internal air velocity is a crucial component of TA duct design. Without a doubt, air
must move quickly enough to prevent large amounts of clinker particles from settling in
the duct. When air velocity is low, the amount of dust can occasionally be so great that the
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support for the TA duct cannot sustain any more weight. To account for the duct becoming
filled with clinker, an additional load must be included during tertiary air design [28].

As a rule of thumb, the gas velocity in the kiln inlet/riser restriction area should be
comparable to the air velocity in the TA duct. However, it must be noted that any elbows,
splits, or the presence of the combustion chamber may produce more drops in pressure
and prevent air from moving down the TA duct, causing the kiln to operate incorrectly,
even failing to operate at its designed capacity. Although this is a widely acknowledged
problem, leading to the requirement that air velocity be greater than 25 m/s, some vendors
provide air velocity values greater than 35 m/s [29].

2.3.3. Split of Tertiary Air

Some ILC suppliers separate secondary air into two (2) sections, while others only
maintain one link to the calciner body. When connecting a somewhat large vessel and
anticipating proper combustion, two connection points with a 50/50 air split are obviously
preferable to one [30].

If the secondary air duct is situated at the far end of the calciner body and not above
the kiln tube, the only way to regulate the airflow to the farther point is by opening the
damper (gate). However, this creates a need for the damper to be operational and for
additional maintenance [31].

Some tertiary air ducts are linked perpendicularly to the calciner body, while others
are tangentially attached depending on the supplier’s design and experience with calciners.
It must also be emphasized that the final connection shape or size may depend on the
chosen supplier, so forcing the calciner provider to change the connection is not advised.
Many suppliers supply a system in which a portion of the air is sent above via a so-called
low NOx duct instead of entering the main calciner combustion process [32].

2.3.4. Process Measurement

At least one pressure transmitter and one temperature transmitter must be put near to
the kiln hood region in the tertiary air duct. When TA ducts are divided, each duct split
requires its own pressure transmitter [30].

2.4. Tertiary Air Dampers

By means of a tertiary air duct, combustion air (oxygen) is delivered to the calciner.
The optimal kiln restriction area and tertiary air duct designs should provide the least
amount of resistance while providing efficient air delivery for the calciner and kiln from
the grate cooler. This means that if a kiln operates at design capacity, any damper must be
completely open or removed [33].

However, in most kilns, air delivery must be regulated. This is related to many issues;
the most common are [34]:

X The starting area of the kiln operating at low output due to whatever reason;
X Much greater coating in the kiln and the riser (restriction) area;
X Operating with significantly different raw materials and fuels;
X The fuel split between the kiln and calciner is different than originally assumed;
X Design mistakes.

The primary function of regulating the air split between the kiln and the calciner is
provided by tertiary air dampers (gates, flaps). Indication of proper air delivery (combus-
tion) is given by gas analyzers, one installed in the kiln inlet and the other installed, most
optimally, at the exit from the bottom cyclone. If, during prolonged operation, one notices
that, despite the tertiary air opening being fully open, the kiln oxygen readings are high
and the ID fan speed cannot be decreased, one can conclude that the riser duct and/or kiln
are providing insufficient restriction. If a riser limitation is regulated, it should be closed; if
not, consider changing the restriction area during the subsequent kiln stop. The coating
that forms in the riser duct also “regulates” air split, so any modifications to fuels or raw
materials must be carefully considered [35].
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Clinker dust is present in tertiary air, which frequently has a temperature above 900
degrees Celsius. This air temperature value is undoubtedly greater because of the superior
cooler recuperation process, which is always the greatest for calciner combustion. Although
dust is always present when a kiln is operating, the amount of dust might vary depending
on how the clinkering process is managed and whether the duct has a settling chamber.
The lifespan of tertiary air dampers is significantly impacted by both high temperature and
dust volume [36].

Concrete (refractory) on a steel frame or steel alone are the two most popular applica-
tions of damper design. The steel and refractory materials must be able to survive high
temperatures and wear for at least one full production cycle. Due to the intricacy of their
design and production, shut-off gates have substantially higher expectations in terms of
lifetime [37].

We can distinguish the following tertiary air regulators [38]:

(a) Butterfly dampers (and poppet valves for small quaternary air ducts);
(b) Shut-off (regulated) gates.

Based on some review papers [36,38], it is not easy to choose a damper. Both types
have their own problems in terms of lifetime and operation.

2.4.1. Butterfly Dampers

This type of damper is constantly present inside the duct, produces a certain drop de-
spite having a 100% opening, and is completely exposed to air and clinker dust throughout
all parts of its 100% operation. Typically, resistant steel is used, with the placement of a
somewhat thin refractory castable layer (on anchors). The number of shafts depends on the
size of the duct [39].

Each shaft must have an open core through which cooling air should be continuously
blown from ventilators. This is to keep the shafts from bending and keep the valve in
working order. To prevent any potential health and safety hazards, the cooling air outlet
must be directed away from the platform area [40].

The area next to tertiary air damper should be equipped with a properly sized inspec-
tion door. The construction of the damper should allow for the quick replacement of each
blade or drive arm.

These dampers are frequently seen in solutions that include a combustion chamber.
They have a straightforward construction and allow for quick shaft and blade replacement.
Typically, they only have a single production campaign that happens rather frequently. If
the shaft is not deformed, these dampers operate consistently (until they are worn out) [34].

Such damper sets must be maintained as wear parts and be always available.

2.4.2. Shut-Off Gates

In tertiary air ducts, controlling air flow by raising or lowering the gate is a frequent
approach. A gate is often constructed from a refractory concrete block mounted on a steel
frame. Heat-resistant anchors are used to reinforce refractory concrete. The thickness is
determined by the supplier’s design, although it cannot be less than 150 mm. A gate can
only move vertically [41].

The gate is typically completely open while it is in operation, preventing constant
exposure to hot air and clinker particles. The still frame on the side, if there is one, is
exposed to dust if regulation is necessary, and an interior position is taken. Another frame
(slide) holds the gate on both sides to maintain straight movement [17].

This type of gate always requires vertical movement such that the lifting mechanism
has a certain amount of space above the gate. There must also be an access platform for the
above-located drive unit (and counterweight) [34].

In most cases, these gates are located next to the preheater tower, and the tower main
structure can be used for maintenance purposes. Some suppliers place the gate next to the
grate closer to the grate cooler. This location has one disadvantage: the gate is placed on an
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almost area, so maintenance requires the use of a mobile crane and more platforms and
staircases to reach each section [42].

Additionally, this type of gate is quite heavy and requires overhead crane access and
logistics in case of replacement or serious repair. The replacement of such a gate is usually
longer and more expensive than that for a butterfly gate (crane, scaffolding).

Some suppliers offer shut-off gates that are equipped with forced cooling systems.
Fans are connected to specially designed “internal shaft” to improve the lifetime of the base
frame anchors and refractory. Such a solution makes the whole system more complicated
and heavier [43].

2.4.3. Regulated Riser Restrictions

The restriction area can be defined as the place between the kiln inlet housing and
the calciner vessel connection (Figure 5a). This area usually has the highest gas velocity
in the whole kiln and preheater tower. Pressure drops created here allow for splitting
between kiln- and calciner-recuperated grate cooler air. The size of this area is usually fixed
in a standard ILC calciner. Very often, this same place is used to compensate for thermal
expansion [44].

Some calciner solutions, however, are equipped with regulated restriction areas. We
see such designs mainly when the combustion chamber is present. The presence of a
combustion chamber certainly generates a greater pressure drop than a calciner standard
solution. Moreover, combustion chamber design has a certain complexity, and with chang-
ing operating conditions, coating can create greater pressure drops than anticipated [45].
A greater pressure drop means less air going through the tertiary air duct, which leads to
worse burning conditions in the kiln (over-drafting, overheating). To compensate for this,
some suppliers (e.g., Technip, FLS) have provided regulated restriction solutions.

Regulated restriction mainly consists of several refractory blocks that are moveable.
The open position for regulated restriction means all blocks are fully out of the restriction
area. The closed position means all blocks are fully inside. However, there is still enough
space for kiln gas to pass through the closed position. Depending on kiln size, there are
usually two to four blocks located on two sides of the restriction. The blocks are generally
driven by electric motors, but very often by hydraulic units as well [46].

Restriction blocks are exposed to high temperatures and many are exposed to the
aggressive chemistry of the kiln inlet area. Concrete (refractory) blocks are not always able
to withstand such conditions across the entire production line [47].

To assure functionality, if needed, plant operators usually have certain routines to close
and open blocks (in sequence). Any build-up on the blocks is removed and the driving
system us tested. The usual routine is to close and open all blocks once per shift or day.

Though moveable elements require sealing, in such an area, the sealing is not perfect,
and false air or meal dust can pass through [48].

Our experience with a moveable restriction (orifice) shows that its necessity and
functionality are highly questionable. Complicated and requiring expensive maintenance,
the hydraulic driving systems make the entire installation not very economical.

If, by chance, the restriction area is limited and this is discovered via long-term
operation with certain block positions for desired kiln output, then one can decide to
remove blocks and create a fixed restriction instead with the required dimensions. In fact,
many plants do this soon or later after kiln start-up [49].

2.5. Calciner Burners

Fuel needs a mechanism to be fed into the calciner body, regardless of whether it is
primary fuel (coal, natural gas, or oil) or alternative fuel [50].

As the end point of fuel pneumatic conveyance, simple pipes are frequently used
to feed solid primary fuels (such as coal and pet-coke). They increase the amount of air
available for combustion while decreasing the need for tertiary air [51]. However, certain
materials have been used to produce calciner burners that have the same air control layout
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as the primary kiln burner. Axial, radial, and even central air are all available. Even though
the burner’s size is reduced, the amount of this air is substantial, which further reduces the
heat that is recovered from the grate cooler [50,51].

If supplied to a calciner, alternative fuels are frequently brought into the system by
gravity and mechanical means. They are fed either by a separate chute or the calciner
burner’s main piping.

If liquid fuel is utilized, it is pumped into the calciner using high-pressure pumps and
nozzles, occasionally with the help of atomizing air. They can be positioned inside the
burner pipe or spread out around the body of the calciner (similar to a kiln burner).

Natural gas feeding is frequently divided into several little pipes and connected to the
calciner body at various locations throughout. Sometimes, a burner solution identical to or
close to the primary burner design is used to feed natural gas [52].

2.5.1. Number of Burners

A traditional design would have (one) burner, (one) tertiary air inlet, and (one) hot
meal pipe. The fuel feed is divided according to the most suitable kiln operations by each
provider. One must keep in mind that a good fuel split (for example, for coal) can only be
achieved if there are two independent fuel dosing units [53].

Though the idea is that the primary fuel simply separates on the air–fuel stream
just before it reaches the calciner body, this is very unlikely. This type of split cannot
guarantee that the required amount of fuel will be present at the dosing site. One dosing
(weighing) instrument can be used in some calciner systems in as many as four coal feeding
locations [54].

The number of burners is a very intricate issue that is connected to the placement of
the burners in relation to the secondary air and hot meal connections.

Following the supplier’s design up until the kiln line is taken over is advised before
attempting to discover a better fuel split in relation to the particular circumstances of the
process [55,56].

2.5.2. Location of Burners

This case is once again a challenging one. It has been established that adding extra
oxygen to the fuel mixture improves combustion. Thus, the best combustion occurs when
hot tertiary air carried by a quaternary air duct reaches the burner’s position at the top of
the combustion chamber [57]. For good primary fuels, this is true.

Standard ILC calciners lack a combustion chamber; the body’s average oxygen content
is between 8 and 10%. Any energy from combustion that is present in the calciner body is
promptly consumed by meal, thus limiting access to the required oxygen [58].

Most known solutions, according to the authors, adhere to the following rules [59]:

X The burner is situated at the point where secondary air enters the body of the cooker;
X “Pure” air ignition;
X The hot meal is situated above or to the side of this point;
X To reduce kiln NOx, a portion of fuel is inserted in the kiln inlet (riser).

To prevent any refractory overheating on the opposite side of the burner position, tube
calciners further restrict the height difference between the burner and hot meal to the range
of 0.5 (half) to 1 (one) meter (KHD 1.5–2 m) above the burner [60].

In general, the location, split, usage of additional primary air, and overall economics
of the clinkering process must be determined in conjunction with the supplier’s design,
operational experience, and CFD simulations [61].

2.5.3. Mono-Channel and Gravity-Fed Burners

Most typically, this kind of solution is used to feed calciner fuel, and burners are not
even discussed. We recently connected a steel pipe to the calciner body, which is where
primary fuel is discharged. This best solution maximizes the usage of hot air from the grate
cooler while introducing the lowest primary (cold) air into the calciner [62].
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If such a pipe is to be transferred to another location but is constrained by an earlier
fuel–air stream split, simplicity also pays off. It can be quickly replaced if there is any wear.
When it is not directly exposed to high temperatures, it usually needs no refractory.

The pipe must always be attached to the body or TA duct at a specific angle; the exact
angle varies on the supplier’s particular solution.

If a vertically positioned burner is utilized with a combustion chamber, the major
vortex produced by the secondary air entrance is opposite the burner’s tangential coal
connection and kind of nozzle exit. This enhances the fuel’s mixing with the incoming hot
quaternary air [63].

A small amount of primary air, albeit with slow air speed, has been introduced by
some suppliers to the fuel input [64]. This type of burner setup applies to when coal is put
into the Technip combustion chamber. Below is an illustration of one such solution. This
specific illustration demonstrates how primary air is also sent in part to the coal duct.

2.5.4. Multi-Channel High-Momentum Calciner Burners

Some calciners are equipped with full air control burners with the same design as main
kiln burners [65]. A full burner solution was chosen for one project where 100% natural gas
was used and a combustion chamber was installed. Many previous natural gas feeding
solutions to the calciner body or to a combustion chamber were based on multi-feeding
point solutions. Natural gas is a rather difficult fuel to burn, especially if oxygen availability
is reduced, similarly to in the calciner [66].

2.6. Calciner Process Control
Fuel, Calcination, and Control Loops

Regardless of the type of calciner (ILC, SLC, CDC, etc.), calciner fuel control should
always adhere to the same fundamental guidelines. The obvious ones are a steady control
mass flow rate from the fuel dosing system and good fuel homogenization to supply stable,
quality fuel to the calciner(s) [67].

The capacity to regulate the fuel rate in a way that produces a consistent level of
hot meal calcination is essential for successful calciner operation. The calciner exit gas
temperature has proven to be the most accurate indicator of hot meal calcination and is thus
advised as the process variable for controlling calciner fuel rate because there is currently
no technology available for real-time continuous measurement of hot meal calcination
degree [68].

The most common methods for fuel rate control to the calciner are:

X Manual setpoint control;
X PID closed-loop control;
X Fuzzy logic (e.g., fuzzy logic expert system);
X A “custom” calciner fuel controller.

Manual setpoint control (open-loop control (OLC)) is the lowest level of sophistication
and the least recommendable solution of the list above. Manual setpoint control relies on
the kiln operator’s constant attention and instinct to make the proper amplitude setpoint
adjustments and with the correct timing according to the process changes to maintain stable
temperature control. While some kiln operators can perform this task extraordinarily well
for certain periods of time, the average result over the long term will always be of greater
standard deviation from the target temperature than optimized computer-controlled fuel
regulation [69].

PID closed-loop control (CLC) uses standard proportional (P), integral (I) and deriva-
tive (D) algorithms to automatically calculate the controller’s output from 0 to 100%, which
is scaled to match each plant’s individual control variable (fuel rate) based on the PID
controllers’ settings and the difference between the process variable (actual temperature)
and temperature setpoint (target) [70,71].
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X The proportional control mode produces a change in the controller output propor-
tional to the error signal (difference between actual temperature and set-point);

X The integral control mode changes the output of the controller by an amount propor-
tional to the integral of the error signal;

X The derivative control mode changes the output of the controller proportionally to the
rate of change of the error signal. Practically, derivative control is never used alone
because the derivative mode only contributes to the controller output while the error
is changing;

X The proportional–integral control mode is the combination of proportional control and
integral control to provide an automatic reset action that eliminates the proportional
offset. The PI mode provides the reset action by constantly changing the controller
output until the error is reduced to zero. This is the most common and practical CLC
controller mode for cement industry applications. (i.e., derivative setting = 0);

X The proportional–derivative control mode is the combination of proportional control
and derivative control to reduce the tendency for oscillations and allow a higher
proportional setting. The addition of derivative control provides good anticipation of
the future error signal and therefore is useful for controlling applications with sudden
load changes that produce excessive errors;

X The proportional–integral–derivative control mode is a combination of all three indi-
vidual control modes. The PID control mode is used on processes with sudden large
load changes when one or two mode control methods are not capable of keeping the
error within acceptable limits. The derivative mode produces an anticipatory action
that reduces the maximum error produced by sudden load changes. The integral
mode provides a reset action that eliminates the offset coming from the proportional
mode.

Fuzzy logic controllers (expert systems) uses computer programming language and
reasoning principles to attempt to simulate the way humans think and solve problems.
A computer’s way of thinking is binary or “black and white” or “on or off”, but humans
think in many shades of gray. However, humans can continuously evaluate many shades
of gray to produce decisive actions despite somewhat vague (or fuzzy) knowledge of actual
conditions [69,72,73].

Fuzzy logic can be very time-consuming to design, requires the programmer to have
extensive knowledge of the process, and usually requires substantial fine-tuning and a
significant number of process measurements that are accurate and have reliable uptime.
For these reasons, fuzzy logic controls are not as common as other types in the cement
industry. However, the control potential of fuzzy logic or fuzzy logic in combination with
PID does exceed the typical control possibilities achievable by other controller types [72].

Custom calciner fuel controllers are controllers that can take many different appear-
ances, principles of operation, and design.

These custom controllers are based on the concept that the calciner exit temperature
responds differently to a fuel rate change depending on if the calciner exit temperature
is increasing or decreasing. If the temperature is decreasing, it typically requires a bigger
increase in fuel and more time to stop the temperature fall and then turn it around to
increase the value back up to the setpoint. Considering the opposite situation of when the
temperature is increasing, the calciner exit temperature typically will stop increasing and
start decreasing towards a setpoint much faster compared to a smaller fuel rate change.
PID control does not distinguish between the direction in which the error is traveling away
from the setpoint, only the absolute error, the integral of the error, and the rate of change of
the error. The Union Bridge (UB) custom controller is designed to recognize if the calciner is
increasing or decreasing in temperature and how fast, and then accordingly takes different
actions based on these facts [69,72].
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2.7. Active Setpoint
2.7.1. Calciner AF-Fuel/Coal Feed SP

The purple box provides the actual setpoint of calciner fuel. The unique advantage
of this method that contributes to its success is that operators can type in a new setpoint
at any time without deactivating the automatic controller if they see the need to make an
adjustment [74]. An example might be that the operator just increased the kiln feed rate
and wants to be proactive in adding some fuel to compensate for the expected temperature
drop [75]. This feature gives operators the ease and feeling that they are always still in
manual control, but with the added benefit of “auto-pilot” coming from the continuous
watch of the controller.

Temp Change in Last 3 min is the rolling average of the calciner exit temperature
change over the previous 3 min.

2.7.2. Setpoint Adjustment Based on Change in Temperature

• Setpoint Adjustment Timer: user-defined frequency with which the controller makes a
setpoint change (if necessary);

• Elapsed Time: a timer that resets to zero, restarts, and triggers a setpoint change when
the timer equals the setpoint adjustment timer;

• H Limit: user-defined value for which if the temperature change in the last 3 min has
exceeded (in this case 4 degrees), the controller triggers a fuel setpoint decrease (in
this case a Decrement Value of 0.05 t/h AF-fuel);

• HH Limit: user-defined value for which if the temperature change in the last 3 min
has exceeded (in this case 13 degrees), the controller triggers a fuel setpoint decrease
(in this case a Decrement Value of 0.17 t/h AF-fuel);

• L Limit: user-defined value for which if the temperature change in the last 3 min has
exceeded in the negative direction (in this case 2 degrees), the controller triggers a fuel
setpoint increase (in this case an Increment Value of 0.08 t/h AF-fuel l);

• LL Limit: user-defined value for which if the temperature change in last 3 min has
exceeded in the negative direction (in this case 8 degrees), the controller triggers a fuel
setpoint increase (in this case an Increment Value of 0.20 t/h AF-fuel).

2.7.3. Setpoint Adjustment Based on Change in Temperature

• Stg 5 Temp Max: Upper control limit temperature for calciner exit gas. Above this
limit sets off a max temperature limit alarm and blocks output to increase the fuel
setpoint;

• Stg 5 Temp Min: Lower control limit temperature for calciner exit gas. Below this limit
sets off a min temperature limit alarm and blocks output to decrease the fuel setpoint;

• Stg 5 Temp: actual real-time calciner exit temperature;
• Coal SP Max: user-defined input for maximum controller allowed setpoint to coal

dosing system;
• Coal SP Min: user-defined input for minimum controller allowed setpoint to coal

dosing system.

The controller has numerous alarms and checks to ensure that the system operates
within normal ranges and limits.

The temperature measurement location for calciner fuel control can have a big impact
on the process of obtaining true calciner exit temperature and controller stability. Both
points have considerable impact on items such as degree of calcination, build-up, and
blockages, as well as if the operators tend to use automatic control loops or instead try to
manage fuel manually [76].

The general location of the temperature measurement for calciner fuel control should
be as far downstream (gas flow) as possible, but not in a location that could be influenced by
meal from upstream (meal flow) cyclones [77]. The reason for this is to allow as much time
for complete combustion of the calciner fuel and to obtain an as accurate “final combustion”
temperature as possible, which influences the hot meal entering the kiln. In other words, just
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before, inside, or just after the bottom-stage cyclone are generally recommended locations
for AF-Fuel control temperature measurement [78]. It is not recommended measure the
temperature anywhere before the last tertiary air or meal from the preheater entry location,
as these will both have significant influence on the final degree of hot meal calcination.

The specific location for fuel control temperature measurement is also important with
regard to a successful and especially reliable measurement. Figures 6 and 7 shows the top
three recommended locations.
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2.7.4. Cyclone Outlet

Pros:

• Measures combustion results as far downstream as possible before the gas temperature
is influenced by upstream meal;

• Low abrasion since dust concentration in the gas is lower after the cyclones. Typically,
good, safe access to cyclone roofs.

Cons:

• Risk of meal dropout from above could give a falsely low calciner exit temperature
and result in over-fueling the calciner;

• Any combustion that might occur after meal classification does not contribute towards
calcination but does influence fuel control.

The thermocouple must be installed as close to the cyclone roof as safely possible, and
measurement ports should be installed at equal heights above the cyclone roof to make
manual temperature verifications of thermocouple values possible (Figure 7c).

2.7.5. Cyclone Roof

Pros:

• Very accurate location for measurements of the last combustion that contributes
towards calcination;

• Low abrasion since dust concentration in the gas is already under the classification
effect;

• Typically, good, safe access to cyclone roofs.

Cons:

• The risk of build-up on the cyclone’s roof could give a falsely low calciner exit temper-
ature and result in the over-fueling of the calciner;

• To best avoid thermocouple abrasion, it is important that the exact location is towards
the inside radius, closer to the dip tube, and close to the end of the meal’s revolution
around the cyclone (Figure 7b).

2.7.6. Cyclone Inlet

• Very accurate location for measurements of the last combustion that contributes
towards calcination;

• Low abrasion since dust concentration in the gas is already under the classification
effect of cyclone inlet geometry;

• The risk of build-up on the cyclone inlet could give a falsely low calciner exit tempera-
ture and result in the over-fueling of the calciner;

• Access to this area does not typically exist.

To best avoid thermocouple abrasion, it is important that the exact location is on the
inside inlet wall and towards the bottom half of the inlet vertical opening (Figure 7).

2.8. Calcination Degree of Hot Meal

Each calciner must produce hot meal with a consistent level of calcination. Meal from
the bottom of the cyclone must be sampled and tested to determine the degree of calcination.
Some research papers advocate quick analytical techniques based on CO2 measurement
since they are independent of meal chloride content, which can affect traditional lost on
ignition (LOI) analysis [69,79].

We must keep in mind that sampled hot meal comprises not only “freshly calcined
meal,” but also clinker and dust from the full calcination process, as well as fuel ash on
occasion. The supplier’s kiln inlet design, gas velocity in the kiln, and other factors affect
the amount of returning dust [80].

Because of this, the degree of calcination does not exhibit its genuine value but rather
a perceived value that is higher than it should be based on the split of energy. Kiln dust
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has somewhat less of an impact on separate-line calciners, as not all kiln dust may be
sent to the calciner string [81]. The proper calcination degree for a given kiln is calculated
based on long-term observations of the kiln with the expected output using Equation (1).
Kiln dimensions and maximum possible rotation speed are also taken under consideration.
Dust circulation between the kiln and calciner might only be found based on long-term
operations [82].

The target calcination degree (apparent) for most three-pier kilns is expected to be
between 91% and 93% but not higher than 95%. Short two-pier kilns have a calcination
degree around 95%. The pointed numbers refer to the standard fuel split between the kiln
and the calciner, which is around 40/60 [83].

DoC HM =

(
LOI(a)

100 − LOI(a)

)
−

(
LOI(b)

100 − LOI(b)

)
(

LOI(a)
100 − LOI(a)

) (1)

Equation (1): The calcination degree formula, where: a: kiln feed; b: hot meal [83,84].

2.9. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Modeling for Calciner and Combustion

As a result of the ongoing increase in energy prices and other operational expendi-
tures, all cement makers are required to adapt their operational processes to these problems.
Additionally, the creation of an environmentally sustainable strategy to drive industrial
growth has always been and remains the one major difficulty for cement producers. Manu-
facturers are motivated by this circumstance to look for various solutions and optimizations
that can increase their level of competitiveness [84,85]. On the other hand, it is generally
acknowledged that the cement business is technically extremely complicated, with several
concurrently occurring time-dependent and interconnected processes [86].

Experienced plant engineers have always preferred more practical approaches than
comprehensive mathematical modeling solutions since they were seen to be excessively
complex [87]. Cement engineers, for instance, are often happy to choose the size of the
calciner based on residence time criteria, which can be determined using a straightforward
calculation including gas flow rate and ideal gas velocity [88]. This strategy, nevertheless,
has several flaws that could be gravely misleading. The flow pattern can be affected by
geometry (square or not square), aspect ratio (L/D), and even tertiary air orientation.
Furthermore, fuel particles with significant shape irregularities, which are typically seen in
alternative fuels, may follow distinct paths within the main gas stream [89].

The estimation of residence time, which regrettably cannot be encapsulated in a single
formula, can undoubtedly be impacted by all these real-world physical events. Complicated
problems can now be broken into smaller, more manageable ones thanks to advancements in
digital technology, and these smaller, more manageable problems can then be solved using
computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Such a development will undoubtedly encourage
the use of CFD soon, which may eventually take the place of conventional methods and
trial-and-error in optimization and design in the cement sector [90].

One of the subfields of fluid mechanics known as computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
uses numerical techniques and algorithms to solve and analyze issues involving fluid flows.
The mathematical model is created to closely resemble real-world occurrences around
subjects of interest such as calciners, kilns, cyclones, etc. The countless computations
needed to represent how fluids and gases interact with intricate fluid surfaces as well as
how particles and dust move are then carried out by computers [91].

Numerous case studies, ranging from separation technology (cyclone and separator)
to pyro-processing technology in the kiln and pre-calciner, illustrate the rapidly expanding
interest in CFD applications in the cement sector. With the use of alternative fuels, interest
in CFD or advanced mathematical models has grown dramatically, especially for pyro-
processing. This is demonstrated in several pyro-processing-related publications from
cement producers and cement technology providers, as well as academic and research
institutions [92].
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CFD-based analysis in pre-calciner operation has been used on an industrial scale to
support several technological advancements, alterations, and modernizations.

The most notable actions within some research papers were started in the works/studies
carried out in recent years, where the works resulted in successful calciner modification as
well as comments and recommendations related to incomplete combustion in a hot-disc-
equipped calciner. Additional actions have been carried out in a variety of applications,
including the straightforward modification of the coal burner injection point [93].

Applications can also include challenging ones, such as the appraisal of a recently
constructed natural-gas-fired pre-calciner that was developed by the Chinese company
SINOMA.

Similar work has also been carried out at Holcim, where CFD has been heavily utilized
in the optimization of the world’s largest biomass project, involving 400,000 tons annually,
which replaces 65% of thermal consumption by burning rice husks and kernel palm shells
in an 8000 tpd plant in Cilacap, Indonesia [94]. Holcim has used CFD to identify the
best burner and calciner configurations as well as how to modify the kiln hood to avoid
excessive CO and build-up in the kiln after switching fuels [95].

The major benefit of employing CFD is that it can be used to forecast how any op-
timization efforts would affect the processes inside the concerned equipment domains.
Before any alterations are carried out in a real project, proper CFD simulations can vividly
visualize and mimic the changes in process behaviors caused by any modifications or
changes [96]. Since we previously dealt with invisible processes inside a vessel, this is espe-
cially significant [97]. Engineers can better comprehend phenomena and process behaviors
that may occur inside the vessel because of CFD’s visualization power, which no other
technique can match. With all these features, this technique is strong. In addition to being a
tool for optimization, it also aids in determining the risk associated with any adjustments
or optimization attempts. This method can also be used to assess whether a supplier’s
supply of new technology is indeed good and offers a good value for the money. This is
especially important given that suppliers frequently claim that their product is the best,
and cement makers frequently hesitate to decline an offer out of ignorance or a lack of
appropriate tools for evaluating it.

The biggest challenge in implementing this potent technique is the need for well-
trained CFD engineers to representatively build and select the mathematical model of the
relevant physical phenomena included in each case of simulation. This powerful technique
does require several simplifications as well as limitations on some models’ validity, which
is common in mathematical modeling. Additionally, the engineers need to be able to
correctly understand the findings of the CFD simulations. However, quick advancements
in commercial CFD software may help to partially overcome this challenge. Today’s
commercially accessible software make it easy to employ CFD. Users no longer need to
perform programming tasks, such as specifying AF-Fuel combustion, because the majority
of CFD software already includes this functionality [89]. This development undoubtedly
gives more practical engineers (in the cement industry) greater flexibility to use CFD for
a wide range of applications and interests, even though the fundamental knowledge of
combustion and other thermo-fluid science is still indispensable and important for choosing
mathematical models and interpreting the results.

For the existing DOPOL pre-calciner, one interesting result was shown in CFD simula-
tion results, where it appears that both meal and fuel particles (pet-coke) segregated inside
the pre-calciner [98]. In this case, the asymmetric arrangement of tertiary air likely caused
more of a certain size of the meal and pet-coke particles to be found in one side of the
pre-calciner than the other. This would certainly create an unbalanced load for calcination
and combustion, which may be reflected in a relatively low degree of calcination and poor
combustion (CO ~ 0.35% or 1000 mg/m3).

CFD simulations have also been used to study the combustion behavior of three
different types of fuels: pet coke, RDF (refuse-derived fuel), and TDF (tire-derived fuel).
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It is clearly depicted that TDF requires more time for complete burnout. In TDF lines,
the lines marked in yellow indicate a longer devolatilization stage compared to those for
pet coke and RDF. The simulations clearly suggest that the residence time is not enough for
TDF to reach a complete burnout level, since the TDF lines are still marked with red as the
particles leave the pre-calciner (at the outlet) [89]. Meanwhile, both pet coke and RDF are
shown to highly unbalance burnout at the outlet, which is strongly linked with segregation
phenomena in the pre-calciner.

CFD remains an expert user’s tool, where both the CFD software and modeling
engineer must be qualified to solve the problem of interest.

2.10. Minimize the Risk of Build-Up and Ring Formations in Preheater
2.10.1. Proper Balance of Sulfur and Alkalis

It is crucial to have alkalis and sulfur that are appropriately balanced. A well-known
formula can be applied for this evaluation. When determining the sulfur–alkali ratio using
this formula, the right period and regular operation must be kept in mind. Otherwise,
incorrect findings may be obtained. All analyses resulting from excessive or insufficient
burnings, irregular kiln feed rates, and irregular fuel feed mixtures must be eliminated
from the calculation [99].

Use alkali–sulfur material corrections to balance the system. Bear in mind that in the
case that the bypass is operated, some alkali material is removed, which can lead to an
imbalance. Bypass dust handling should be considered during evaluation or measurement
of volatiles and mass balance creation together with inputs (raw materials and fuels).
An excess of alkali or sulfur leads to the undesirable formation of preheater build-up or,
alternatively, kiln rings. Calculating the balance of volatiles is a starting point to eliminate
the formation of build-up and rings during kiln operation. Ideally, the SO3 content in the
clinker must be below 1.5% to avoid dusty clinker, which can reduce the recuperation
efficiency of clinker cooler. Sulfur volatility should be monitored and should always be
below 70% [84].

2.10.2. Proper Control of Chlorides

With a higher substitution of high-chloride alternative fuels, it is unavoidable to install
and operate a chloride bypass. It is recommended to use it if the total input of chloride
is higher than 0.3–0.4 kg of Cl/t of clinker. Nevertheless, the exact number depends on
other factors too—especially sulfur volatility, tower cleaning tools, and the quality of their
use—and in some cases, chloride inputs without operation of the bypass can be even
higher [100].

In case there is no other source of chlorides, 0.3–0.4 kg of Cl/t of clinker corresponds
to approximately 50% alternative fuel with an average chloride content of 0.5% and a net
heat value (NHV) of 22–23 GJ/t [101]. In general, preheater kilns and calciner kilns can be
operated safely (without kiln stoppage due to frequent cyclone blockage) by controlling
the chloride in hot meal to below 1.0% and by controlling the SO3 in hot meal to below
5.0%. SO3 + 2Cl in hot meal should be calculated and monitored. The risk of cyclone
blockage is increased in the case that this figure is higher than 3.5. In addition, maintaining
high oxygen at the kiln inlet to decrease SO3 in the hot meal can minimize the risk of kiln
stoppage due to cyclone blockage [100].

2.10.3. Proper and Well-Maintained Tower Cleaning Tools

Good maintenance is essential: the fast action of pilot valves, fast pressure release,
tightness without air leakages, good quality of compressed air, and periodic operational
checks for air cannons are required [102].

Air cannons with flexible control systems have the properties of grouping, time
sequence adjustments, and time delays specific to certain areas. The Cardox system
employs high-pressure CO2 (700–1200 pressures), is quick and very efficient, and can
clean large areas and remove large lumps of coating with the requirement that all staff
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receive safety training, as the most perilous, medium- to high-pressure water cleaning
requires regular training and the use of specialized safety equipment (high-temperature-
resistant clothes) [103].

2.10.4. Moisture Input at Calciner Burner

Keep the fuel mix’s moisture levels low. The total moisture for a main burner should
preferably be less than 20 kg H2O/ton of clinker (for example, clinker with 40 kg H2O/ton
has a 400 ◦C lower flame temperature).

If there are no other ways to prevent high water input via the main burner fuels, think
about ways to make the alternative fuels drier to prevent excessive specific water content
in the main burner: AF quality selection, alternative supplies, low quality penalties for
non-standard deliveries, etc. [104].

2.10.5. Ash Input at Main Burner

Avoid excessive fuel mix ash. The total ash for a main burner should ideally be below
30 kg ash/ton of clinker [105].

2.10.6. Booster Fuel

“Booster” fuel should ideally be alternative fuels: waste oils/solvents, or alternatively
fossil, e.g., natural gas, heavy oil. Properly atomized liquid fuel spread into a calciner
burner with a net heat value minimum of 27–28 GJ/t in the amount > 1–3% can help
intensify and stabilize the flame (flame shortening) and help further increase total AF
substitution. In such a case, it is even feasible to achieve very high solid fuel replacement
rates (>95%) [100].

2.10.7. Fuel Mix Package in Calciner Burner [100]

• Maintain a stable fuel mix package;
• Avoid complexity in the fuel mix package to avoid a huge amount of fuel transport air

at the main burner.

2.10.8. Oxygen Enrichment

Improve combustion under the oxygen-enriched primary air [100].

• Typically used in the amount of 7–10 kg O2/MW;
• Shortens the flame and fuels burnout;
• Positive impact on sulfur volatilization;
• Eliminates (at least partially) reducing conditions;
• Fuel cost evaluation is also necessary in this case.

2.10.9. Variation in Inputs

Stability should be a standard for any kind of process; nevertheless, for high use of
AF, it is even more essential. The process must be kept much more stable to allow for the
feeding of lower-quality AF in comparison with fossil fuel combustion. This process needs
more attention, cross-checks, and control of instrumentation to prevent its failure [102].

• Stable feeding and weighing;
• Fluctuation in kiln feed dosing ≤ 1.0% (10 min test);
• Coefficient of variation for R90 micron of kiln feed ≤ 5.0%;
• Fluctuation in traditional fuel dosing ≤ 1.0% (10 s test);
• Coefficient of variation for R90 micron of traditional fuel ≤ 5.0%;
• Stable clinker chemistry:
• Short-term standard deviation of LSF ≤ 1.2 (daily basis);
• Long-term standard deviation of LSF ≤ 1.0 (monthly basis);
• Short-term standard deviation of silica ratio (SR) ≤ 0.04;
• Short-term standard deviation of alumina ratio (AR) ≤ 0.04;
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• Standard deviation of free lime in clinker ≤ 0.2;
• P2O5 ≤ 0.5.

2.10.10. Variation in Heat Input

Low heat input fluctuation is essential especially for main burner fuel mix. Fluctu-
ations in calciner fuels are absorbed by proper control of the bottom-stage inlet/outlet
temperature. The overall stability of heat flow is given by a combination of feeding accuracy
and stability of the fuel mix average net heat value (NHV). The coefficients of variation for
each part can be determined with the following formulas [102]:

• Coefficient of variation (NHV) = standard deviation (NHV)/average (NHV) × 100%;
• Coefficient of variation (weight) = standard deviation (fuel feeding)/average (fuel

feed) × 100%.

Variations in fuel weighting should not be higher than 1.5%, while variations in fuel
net heat value (NHV fluctuation) should be ideally below 3%. The overall variation in
heat input is a multiplication of both numbers and should be less than 5%. In the case of
more fuels fed into the kiln, we should analyze each fuel separately in addition to overall
heat input variation. The overall heat input variation should be weighed as an average.
High variation in one fuel input should not have great influence while its share in the heat
input is much smaller than that of those with higher stability. The below example shows
calculations for two fuels, but the same method should be applied to multifuel inputs.

In case we can keep the coefficient of variation for total heat input below the number
mentioned above, extra excess air levels in the kiln and calciner are not required and
have less negative impacts on specific heat consumption and clinker production after the
maximizing of alternative fuels can be observed.

• In case we have exceeded the previously mentioned limits, we can consider the
following steps:

• Ensure proper fuel weighting (provide good maintenance, right weighting equipment,
proper weight device setting);

• Provide proper fuel mixing (fuel proportioning, improve control of the fuel recipe);
• Evaluate the use of new instrumentation tools to predict/supply information about

incoming quality to the burner.

The NHV data set for fuels must include at least 24 results (on an hourly basis) per
day to calculate the coefficient of variation (NHV). Many cement plants use alternate fuel
for the main burner without having a complete understanding of how heat input varies.
This is one of the variables that prevents the use of alternative fuel in the main burner from
being maximized [100].

2.11. Kiln Burner and Use of Alternative Fuels

• The use of satellite burners, when compared to burning via the main burner, cannot
be stated to be a proven method based on the most recent information in cement
technology. Alternative fuel delivery through satellite burners carries the danger of
improper combustion, and some of the solid particles it delivers may fall into the
clinker bed and affect the clinker’s quality [97];

• The excessive burning-zone-specific heat input is caused by improper burning via
satellite burners and/or main burners. This finding is based on a new kiln line in
the Schelklingen facility, where firing solid alternative fuel via a satellite burner with
incorrect POLFLAME burner combustion resulted in a more than 50% increase in heat
input;

• Alternative fuels must be injected through the main burner; satellite burners are merely
an “option” [97].
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2.11.1. Calciner Kiln Control

As a controlled parameter, use the NOx at the kiln inlet to reduce the possibility
of meal flushing. Heat input via the main burner and the kiln ID-fan must be adjusted
appropriately when NOx is being observed at the kiln intake beneath the target. When
compared to kiln main drive current, employing NOx at the kiln entrance has the advantage
of quicker control over kiln operation. A standard indicator for any kiln should be the main
driving indications (amps, kW, etc.). Due to the short material retention time inside this
type of kiln, NOx control as an early indicator is especially advised for calciner kilns [69].

2.11.2. Dimensions of Alternative Fuels

Proper fineness for alternative fuels (finer means better):

• Light particles (foils, papers, thin 1D or 2D pieces) ≤ 40 mm;
• Medium 2D weight particles (harder plastics) ≤ 15 mm (preferably < 10 mm);
• Heavy or 3D particles (rubber chips, hard plastics) ≤ 10 mm (preferably < 5mm).
• Avoid too-low average net heat values provided to main burners;
• At least 21 GJ/t for AF replacement rate substitution of 0–65%;
• At least 23 GJ/t for AF replacement rate of 65–90%;
• The boundary depends on fuel type, as finer highly volatile fuels allow for operation

with lower overall net heat value (animal meal/sewage sludge, liquid waste), while
bigger moist particles demand higher burner average net heat value.

2.12. Calciner Kilns and Use of Alternative Fuels

Calciner kilns permit the use of significant quantities of inferior alternative fuels.
When designing calciners, minimum temperature requirements relating to fuel quality
must be considered. The fuel input inside the calciner should be at least 50% of the total
heat input to the kiln system to achieve temperature requirements above limitations [103].

Stable calcination for hot meal enhances the overall stability of the kiln’s operation
and raises the main burner’s air flow rate. Possessing effective control over the calciner’s
exit temperature is essential for success [104].

To stabilize the calcination process, calciners should be outfitted with installations that
can feed better-quality/finer fuel, which can also be an alternate fuel source, in addition to
providing low-quality fuel. There are, hence, two calciner feeding installations needed.

The calciner must ensure that kiln gases are distributed evenly, have a modest oxygen
surplus, and minimize CO emissions [105].

A well-constructed and managed calciner should be able to burn all the AF. Due to the
shorter material retention time in the kiln, meal flushing (under burning) risk can be higher
than in preheater kilns (even with high calcination degree). In some circumstances, the
kiln must run with a material retention time of fewer than 20 min to maintain an adequate
level of material filling and drive power. Therefore, operators must act more quickly to
attain the NOx target at the kiln inlet. Based on the fuel mix package at the main burner,
the target NOx at the kiln inlet must be modified. It should ideally fall between 1000 and
1500 ppm [103]. The same issues regarding fuel quality and stability of heat input from
fuels, specific heat load in the burning zone of the kiln, and clinker cooler that are discussed
in the preceding section apply to the calciner kiln as well. When using a complex fuel mix
package at the main burner (more than two types of fuel), having a high percentage of
primary air (>15%), having low secondary air (1000 ◦C), having poor combustion on the
main burner and/or satellite burner, and having raw materials that are difficult to burn, it
is difficult to achieve the ideal fuel split via the main burner (approximately 40%) [104].

The use of auxiliary units (reactors), such as Fire Bed Combustors (FBCs) or Step
Combustors (SCs), plus efficient combustion in the main burner, should be taken into
consideration to obtain the lowest specific fuel cost with the greatest amount of coarse
alternative fuel [103]. Remember that the pneumatic portion of the transport line from
the AFs to the main burner needs to be as short as possible (ideally, from the main burner
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platform), and that a straight transport line without any bends to the main burner is highly
advised to reduce the amount of transport air and number of pulsation issues [105].

Due to their flexibility and efficiency in burning solid alternative fuels, in-line calciner
kilns should be the default choice for any new kiln line project with a high alternative
fuel utilization. Alternative fuel is not advised for kilns using separate-line calciners
(SLCs) [105].

3. Methodology and Description

This study presents technical results on how AF-Fuel affects green industrial operation
management [6]. The methodology for this case study is represented below and is similar
to that described in [16]. A preliminary case study is presented on the substitution of coal
with AF in a cement production plant in Togo. AF-Fuels affect the performance of plants
due to their different characteristics compared to conventional fuels such as coal. Within
the plant, two major injection points of AF-Fuel are available: at the kiln inlet ( segment
one) and segment two. In terms of co-processing, the energy efficiency and performance of
the CDC were evaluated as compared. Figure 3 describes the four main segments of an
ILC calciner. This study concentrates on the performance of the plant in the two segments
during AF-Fuel substitution.

The AF-Fuel was first injected into the kiln inlet. The fineness of the raw was %90 µm.
In order to assess the performance, the following onsite parameters were measured: CO
and O2. CO is an indication of incomplete combustion, while too little or too much O2
affects effective combustion of the fuel. During the substitution, various ratios of coal to
AF were used to assess the performance of the plant under various substitution ratios.
Finally, the quality of the clinker (final product) produced was assessed using XRF in the
laboratory.

4. Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the operation data and laboratory results of the CDC in the first feeding
position. The raw meal is the material co-burned in the kiln and the lime saturation factor
(LSF) is between 104 to 115. The silica module (SM) is about (2.36 to 2.5); the iron module
(IM) is about (1.4 to 1.5); the fineness of the raw meal is about (7 to 10 µm); and alternative
fuel feeding started at values from 0.85 t/h to 1.96 t/h.

Table 1. CDC AF-Fuel and coal co-processing feeding quantity, alternative fuels at kiln inlet data.

Raw Meal AF Coal Main b Coal Prc

Feeding t/h LSF SM IM Fineness %90 µm t/h Feeding

324 111.36 2.42 1.5 7.70 0.85 12.66 29.66

306 111.36 2.42 1.5 7.70 0.85 12.81 28.76

303 114.03 2.36 1.5 7.00 0.85 12.54 28.66

365 114.03 2.36 1.5 7.00 1.32 12.99 28.66

378 110.32 2.47 1.49 11.20 1.32 13.4 27.79

374 111.36 2.42 1.5 7.70 1.32 13.55 27.41

365 114.03 2.36 1.5 7.00 1.32 13.6 28.66

369 104.65 2.38 1.53 10.20 1.32 13.79 27.79

374 114.03 2.36 1.5 7.00 1.96 13.08 27.41

371.1 114.03 2.36 1.5 7.00 1.96 13.37 27.79

364.2 111.71 2.41 1.43 10.30 0.96 13.3 27.41

The coal in the main burner (Coal Main b) was fed at values from 12.66 to 14Tt/h,
while the coal in the pre-calciner (Coal prc) was fed at values from X to Y.
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Table 2 shows the gas analyses, clinker analyses, and operational adjustments to keep
the system stable. The pre-calciner gas analyses (Preca Gas Anal) consisted of O2 and CO%,
with the same for kiln gas analyses (Kiln Gas Anal). The kiln operation parameters are as
follows: inlet pressure (Mbar); kiln ampere (Amps); ID Fan parameter; damper opening
percentage (Open%); and damper inlet pressure (Mbar).

Table 2. CDC AF-Fuel and coal co-processing parameter records, alternative fuels at kiln inlet data.

Preca Gas Anal Kiln Gas Anal Kiln Operation Parameters ID Fan Clinker Quality

O2 CO O2 CO Mbar Amps Open% Mbar F-CAO C3S SO3

4.45 0.02 3.42 0.011 −3.6 488 79.9 −4.4 3.9 66 0.34

9.73 0.025 3.29 0.02 −3.6 420 79.9 −4 3.7 65 0.33

10.00 0.03 4.12 0.01 −4.7 414 79.9 −4.3 2.7 68 0.21

7.19 0.04 2.8 0.01 −4.3 539 79.9 −4.2 1.5 67 0.56

7.04 0.03 2.46 0.01 −5.3 480 80 −6.4 1.9 66 0

6.96 0.04 2.36 0.01 −4.7 465 79.9 −4.4 2.3 65 0.41

7.48 0.02 2.44 0.01 −4.3 573 79.9 −4 1.6 66

6.48 0.02 2.86 0.01 −5.1 549 80 −4.3 1.5 66 0.38

4.91 0.025 1.72 0.04 −4.7 470 79.9 −4.2 1.5 66 0.4

4.60 0.03 1.22 0.06 −4.3 433 79.9 −3.7 1.5 68 0.4

5.08 0.04 3.07 0.019 −5.1 452 78 −5.4 1.8 68 0.28

The clinker quality analyses show the percentage of free-lime (F-CAO), the percentage
of C3S, and the percentage of SO3.

Tables 3 and 4 illustrate the same statement with different feeding positions of alterna-
tive fuels in a pyro system.

Figure 8 shows the impact of substitution on AF-Fuel injection points. In the original
design of the CDC pre-calciner, the AF-Fuel was supposed to be injected next to the second
tertiary air connection (low NOx reducing ducked) points on the same level. These positions
were changed, with the first in the kiln inlet and the second moved to the same position
as the meal and coal injections. In doing so, coal and AF-Fuel combustion was delayed
for two reasons. Firstly, meal and released CO2 would act as the inert in the combustion
process; hence, the flammability limit of burning coal and AF-Fuel volatiles was severely
compromised, where combustion could only be stabilized in an oxygen-rich environment
(requiring more excess air).
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Table 3. CDC AF-Fuel and coal co-processing feeding quantity; feeding segment one data.

Raw Meal AF Coal Main b Coal Prc

Feeding (t/h) LSF SM IM Fineness %90 µm t/h Feeding

379 107.11 2.26 1.55 12.4 2.96 13.31 28.5

385.6 104.77 2.24 1.34 11.2 2.96 13.41 28.75

377 107.11 2.26 1.55 11 2.96 12.2 29.67

333.6 110.93 2.35 1.54 13 2.96 12.5 27.69

347 106.82 2.43 1.53 12.1 2.96 12.72 27.34

371 107.11 2.26 1.55 12.4 3.2 13.62 27.3

377.8 104.77 2.24 1.34 11.2 3.2 13.44 28.11

376 104.77 2.24 1.34 12 3.2 13.26 28.36

384.8 109.68 2.25 1.47 11 3.2 13.84 27.82

365.9 110.93 2.35 1.54 13 3.2 13.08 27.98

368.7 106.82 2.43 1.53 12.1 3.2 13.67 26.99

Table 4. CDC AF-Fuel and coal co-processing parameter records from segment one.

Pre-Cal Gaz Anal Kiln Gaz Anal Kiln op Parameters ID Fan Clinker Quality

O2 CO O2 CO Mbar Amp Open% Mbar F-CAO C3S SO3

4.09 0.021 2.47 0.147 −4.7 536 76.9 −4.4 1.3 66 0.4

4.41 0.01 2.67 0.034 −4.9 528 79.9 −2 1.1 65 0.38

4.75 0.01 3.68 0.032 −5.2 541 79.9 −3.8 1.2 68 0.41

6.08 0.01 3.05 0.01 −5.4 578 80 −5.4 1.3 67 043

6.63 0.01 4.64 0.005 −4.8 587 78 −2 1.3 66 0.46

7.06 0.01 5 0.007 −5.2 620 80 −4.4 1.3 65 0.47

4.49 0.01 3.67 0.006 −5.2 514 77.9 −4.3 1.1 60 0.5

4.04 0.01 3.5 0.006 −5.4 533 77.9 −4.8 1 62 0.3

5.18 0.01 4.92 0.005 −6 519 78 6.2 1.1 60 0.28

4.85 0.02 4.79 0.026 −4.8 595 76.9 −2.1 1.9 62 0.3

4.73 0.01 4.63 0.054 −5.5 598 77.9 −2.7 1.5 60 0.29
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Figure 8. Different position feeding data analyses.

The second is associated with a slower/reduced combustion rate because of low
temperatures in a meal-quenched zone. Such things finally motivated the plant to move
the AF-Fuel injection points to segment three or the calciner vessel from their two previous
positions. The result obtained from AF-Fuel entering from its second position (as illustrated
in Figure 8) indicates that the AF-Fuel particles are partially combusted in the first 5–7 m of
the initial injection points, leaving about 60% of uncombusted AF-Fuel to be combusted in
the remaining length of kiln. This can also be seen by comparing the distance/length of the
pre-calciner occupied by red particles, which are associated with unburnt fuel.

By moving the coal injection points, the CO levels at the lowest cyclone and kiln inlet
were easily maintained at their maxima, 0.8% at the lower cyclone and 0.74% at the kiln
inlet (0.5% was common in the modern kiln). This improvement is partially responsible
for improving current production levels by 3–6 t/h and reducing CO values at the kiln
inlet from 0.89% to 0.74% due to improved performance in terms of higher combustion
efficiency and reduced production of unwanted gases such as CO. This plant was able to
burn more fuels in this calciner without the associated problems.

5. Conclusions

Cement manufacturing demands advanced equipment such as different types of pre-
calciners, a full knowledge of the operational principles of the plant, a comprehensive
approach, and other factors. This report paper, which is based on other research papers,
describes most of the steps used to extricate the impacts of alternative fuel feeding positions
on co-processing.

Cement production is one of the most energy-intensive and heavily polluting processes,
and it is also responsible for some heavy metal discharge from the pre-calciner kiln system
as well as emissions of CO2, NOX, and SO2 in clinker. This can be worse if the pre-calciner
operation procedure is not well designed, as shown in this research paper.

Numerous studies have been conducted over the last few decades to find ways to
use alternative fuels and raw materials to lower energy costs while also protecting the
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environment. Due to its success in decreasing the need for thermal energy from fossil
fuels and pollutant emissions, the use of alternative fuels in cement manufacturing has
recently attracted a lot of attention in developing countries such as Togo. Due to the
poor infrastructure and waste management practices in such countries, such alternative
fuel sources may otherwise have been an environmental nuisance with high greenhouse
emissions potential.

Rotating kilns may burn a variety of waste and hazardous materials due to their
alkaline atmosphere, high temperature, and extended residence duration. This paper
presents recent advancements in the use of alternative fuels in the cement industry and
reviews and discusses numerous research publications that are pertinent to the topic.
This research paper also includes studies on how alternative fuels affect environmental
emissions. It additionally outlines the current state of alternative fuels, their application
in the cement industry, and their favorable environmental effects. Finally, it recommends
that cement industries adopt and incorporate the use of alternative fuels at the appropriate
feeding points. Further research is also required in thermographic analysis of alternative
fuels behaviors in low in-line calciners.
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